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What will it take to observe 
processes in ‘real time’?
Stephen R. Leone, C. William McCurdy, Joachim Burgdörfer, Lorenz S. Cederbaum, Zenghu Chang, 
Nirit Dudovich, Johannes Feist, Chris H. Greene, Misha Ivanov, Reinhard Kienberger, Ursula Keller, 
Matthias F. Kling, Zhi-Heng Loh, Thomas Pfeifer, Adrian N. Pfei�er, Robin Santra, Kenneth Schafer,  
Albert Stolow, Uwe Thumm and Marc J. J. Vrakking

Even for simple systems, the interpretations of new attosecond measurements are complicated and 
provide only a glimpse of their potential. Nonetheless, the lasting impact will be the revelation of how 
short-time dynamics can determine the electronic properties of more complex systems.

A
ttosecond science is still in its 
infancy, yet impressive results and 
discoveries are already emerging1. 

Experiments have provided information 
about electron ejection from orbitals with 
timescales that di�er by as little as tens 
of attoseconds, allowing valence-electron 
wave packets to be characterized. Scientists 
are now able to manipulate and steer 
electrons using laser �elds, allowing them 
to probe recollision physics and ionization 
dynamics on attosecond timescales.

However, formidable challenges have 
arisen that counterbalance the promise of 
these early successes. A strong probe light 
�eld can modify the potential surfaces and 
alter the dynamics one is trying to observe. 
As most measurements are performed in 
a complicated temporal regime in which 
two pulses overlap, simpli�ed descriptions 
of the time-dependent wavefunction are 
insu�cient. Most importantly, there is an 
urgent need to separate processes driven or 
altered by the various probing light �elds 
from the natural time dynamics one is 
seeking to measure.

Fundamental issues for  
attosecond science. In principle, 
attosecond science reveals information 
about electron correlations2,3, particularly 
strong correlations, through innovative 
experiments and theory that involve 
time, phase, interferences and angular 
distributions. �e availability of ~100 as 
pulses in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) 
spectral region1 has allowed many new 
experimental and theoretical methods to 
be developed, enabling numerous new 
results to be obtained. Examples include 
attosecond streaking for measuring the 
apparent time delays of electrons born 

into a laser �eld from di�erent states, 
attosecond transient absorption for 
investigating strong-�eld ionization and 
coherence phenomena, and attosecond 
tunnelling and recollision spectroscopy1,4.

�e advent of many new methods for 
extracting fundamental information on 
attosecond timescales has brought even 
the most basic concepts under scrutiny. 
Moreover, researchers must push the 
limits of time dynamics in the unfamiliar 

regime of XUV photon energies, which 
exceed ionization limits and for which 
the potential surfaces for core–hole 
excited states are largely unknown. Major 
challenges for the �eld include identifying 
the observables accessed by a speci�c 
experimental set-up and designing 
experiments to address these observables.

What can present and future sources 
and methods measure? �ere is a broad 
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Figure 1 | Streak field measurements of surface photoelectron ejection. The apparatus for streaking of 

electrons from a tungsten surface is shown overlaid on streak traces from the conduction-band electrons 

and 4f electrons of W(110). The attosecond pulses are generated in the neon-filled tube, producing 

the inner XUV beam, which is time delayed from the outer nominal 800 nm pulse, separated by the 

zirconium foil. The streak traces indicate a 110 as delay, with the conduction-band electrons (upper) 

arriving first. TOF, time of flight. Figure reproduced with permission from ref. 13, © 2007 NPG.
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consensus that attosecond measurements 
are constrained by currently available 
techniques. Isolated attosecond (70–500 as) 
pulses and attosecond pulse trains have 
been reliably produced for photon energies 
in the approximate range 15–120 eV using 
the process of high-harmonic generation1. 
�is process also serves as the basis for 
attosecond recollision experiments. An 
ideal experiment would combine two 
isolated attosecond pulses: one for pump 
excitation and one as a time-delayed 
probe. However, the limited �uxes that can 
currently be generated using attosecond 
pulses combined with typical absorption 
cross-sections make it di�cult to perform 
true attosecond-pump–attosecond-probe 
experiments. In the future, higher-�ux 
lasers with ultrabroadband spectra 
and better high-harmonic conversion 
schemes, along with free-electron lasers, 
will undoubtedly produce su�ciently 
high �uxes of isolated attosecond pulses 
for attosecond-pump–attosecond-probe 
experiments.

Until now, experiments employing 
isolated attosecond pulses have o�en 
combined one attosecond pulse with a 
carrier–envelope-phase stabilized1, few-
cycle ~5 fs infrared pulse. As a result, 
experiments requiring subfemtosecond 
resolution must be performed in the 
di�cult regime of temporal overlap 
between a short pulse and a longer one. 
Intriguing results have been obtained, but 
theoretical analysis of even the simplest 
experiments still requires considerable 
advances to understand the pulse overlap 
region and the in�uence of the combined, 
and o�en strong, �elds. 

Time-resolved experiments on complex 
targets, such as biomolecules, nanoparticles 
and solid surfaces, will be rewarding, 
but their analysis is challenging, because 
accurate theoretical models are needed for 
the strong transient distortion of electronic 
structures in ultrashort intense pulses 
of radiation. 

Additional signi�cant advances will 
be made when true attosecond-pump–
attosecond-probe experiments are 
realized, although these experiments will 
be performed on unfamiliar high-energy 
states for which methods to calculate 
the potential energy surfaces of core 
hole excited states will require further 
development. 

In addition, highly di�erential 
measurements are important for the �eld 
to advance — for example, coincidence 
detection of angular, spectral, mass and 
time information5 and multidimensional 
X-ray spectroscopies6, which can 
potentially prepare and probe valence-

electron wave packets with an attosecond 
time resolution.

‘Listening to electrons’. Because 
many experimental methods observe 
changes (such as spectroscopic core-
level transitions7 and electron ejection1) 
indirectly through ‘reporter’ atoms or 
electrons, the outcomes are like ‘listening’ 
to the e�ect the electrons or holes have on 
various sites, rather than directly observing 
electron motion. Such techniques exhibit 
remarkable sensitivity to changes in the 
electronic state, oxidation state, charge, 
chemical environment and even bond 
lengths of a particular atom. Experiments 
that indirectly monitor chemical changes 
are currently di�cult to interpret. �ese 
approaches may transition eventually 
to attosecond experiments that utilize 
attosecond excitation and coherent 

di�ractive imaging. Such methods 
have the potential to provide images of 
complex chemical transformations, charge 
migration and plasmonic charge motion 
in nanostructures. However, they have 
complications, such as requiring high X-ray 
�uxes and intensities. Furthermore, some 
of the basic assumptions made for static 
X-ray scattering experiments may have to 
be modi�ed in a nontrivial manner when 
the electrons in the target molecule are in 
nonstationary states (superposition states).

Quantum electrodynamics, which 
describes light in terms of particles 
(photons), is essential for analysing time-
resolved X-ray scattering patterns. �is 
is because semiclassical theory, which 
describes light in terms of classical waves, 
does not incorporate inelastic scattering 
and incorrectly predicts that the di�raction 
pattern relates to the instantaneous 
positions of the electrons. Attosecond-
resolved X-ray scattering patterns from 
electron wave packets may be better 
interpreted if the techniques of X-ray 
phase-contrast imaging8 can be employed.

Does attosecond science measure a 
process in real time? Time is not a 
quantum-mechanical observable, rather it 
is something the experimentalist accesses 
by, for example, using a pump–probe 
delay9. However, some observables, 
such as tunnelling times or arrival-time 
distributions, characterize the duration 
of speci�c processes. �ese observables 
are o�en associated with phase shi�s. 
Unfortunately, and perhaps ironically, 
not every type of measurable phase 
shi� provides time information. A deep 
understanding of attosecond processes is 
inextricably linked to distributions of times 
of arrival, detailed phase-shi� information 
and interferences between channels. 
Such measurements have the additional 
complication of the need to determine 
whether the observed phase shi�s give the 
desired time information.

Relating results to a classical picture 
o�en provides a physical relationship 
that enables an experimental observable 
to be correlated with the timescale of an 
event. Rigorous analysis of attosecond 
measurements by theory can con�rm 
that the observed timescale (for example, 
the timescale related to the net phase 
accumulation) does provide new physical 
insights into the collective electronic 
dynamics of complex quantum systems.

�e success of time-resolved electron 
ejection. One of the major successes 
for attosecond science has been the 
measurement of the delays of electrons 
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Figure 2 | Charge migration in molecules. A 

calculation showing just the hole migration in the 

hole and particle migrations of Ete–NHNH–Ete 

(Ete = ethenyl), which ensues from the initial 

localization on the left side of the molecule. Figure 

reproduced with permission from ref. 17,  
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ejected from atoms in the gas phase and from 
solid-state surfaces upon direct ionization 
or Auger decay. �is method, called streak-
�eld detection1, has been re�ned to detect 
di�erences in electron ejection times of 
the order of tens of attoseconds. In the 
streak-�eld method, a strong �eld from 
a near-infrared few-cycle pulse is used to 
shi� the momentum of an electron released 
into a laser �eld, providing exquisite time 
resolution for the time of birth of the 
electron. In Ne atoms, electron emission 
from the 2p orbital was observed to have 
a 21 ± 5 as delay relative to that from the 
2s orbital for 100 eV photons10. Numerous 
high-level theoretical investigations have 
been unable to reproduce quantitatively 
the experimentally observed delay; instead, 
they underestimate the delays by a factor 
of at least two. Despite this discrepancy, 
tremendous advances have been made in 
our theoretical understanding of the distinct 
contributions to the delay times in atomic 
systems, including those of the initial-state 
polarization, the Coulomb–laser coupling in 
the �nal continuum state and the interaction 
of the electron with its entangled ion state11,12.

Surface-electron escape times. Initial 
measurements13 for 100 eV photons on 
a clean tungsten surface showed that 4f 
electrons escape with a time delay of 110 as 
relative to conduction-band electrons 
(Fig. 1). Related experiments are currently 
being performed for other surfaces 
and layered systems and for di�erent 
excitation energies; the delay times for 
these measurements are expected to di�er 
markedly from those for a clean tungsten 
surface. By selectively adding monolayers, 
it should be possible to obtain information 
about the mechanisms that determine the 
timescale for electron escape. 

�eoretical studies have suggested that 
there are multiple contributions to the 
delays in these surface-electron escape-
time measurements14; these contributions 
include the image charge potential, the 
screening response of surface layers to the 
streaking �eld, the degree of localization of 
the initial-state wavefunctions, the �nal-
state band structure at high energies and 
inelastic scattering processes.

Although the interpretation of surface-
electron emission delays is still in its 
infancy, the ability of the surface streaking 
method to obtain attosecond delay times 
raises the possibility of performing other 
measurements on strongly correlated 
electron materials. For example, streaking 
measurements of electron ejection could 
be performed on superconducting �lms 
and metal-to-insulator transition materials, 
which would allow electron emission delay 

times to be assessed above and below the 
critical transition temperatures for the 
�rst time. �e use of attosecond science to 
characterize the ground-state properties 
of strongly correlated electron materials is 
potentially a major addition to the arsenal 
of methods for measuring and analysing 
electron correlation in solids.

Direct absorption probing of atomic 
dynamics. �e combination of an 
XUV attosecond pulse with a stronger 
femtosecond pulse that comes before 
or a�er it can provide time-resolved 
spectral information. �is information is 
imprinted onto the attosecond pulse and 
can be measured by transient absorption. 
Transient absorption is a pump–probe 
technique that is applicable to gases, 
liquids and solids; it is well matched to 
the extremely broad bandwidth of isolated 
attosecond pulses. Probing with an XUV 
or X-ray attosecond pulse provides time-
resolved chemical information for complex 
systems by core-level spectroscopic shi�s.

�e �rst attosecond transient absorption 
experiment was performed on the strong-
�eld ionization of Kr atoms15, by using an 
800 nm pulse to ionize Kr atoms and an 
isolated attosecond pulse to subsequently 

detect Kr+, Kr2+ and Kr3+ ions. A valence 
orbital spin–orbit electronic wave packet 
in Kr+ was observed and its degree of 
coherence was determined. 

Electronic coherences have now 
been observed in the higher ionization 
states of atoms produced by strong-�eld 
ionization. �e attosecond transient 
absorption method provides a means for 
performing new measurements of charge 
state dynamics, state-resolved processes 
and electronic superpositions, especially 
in molecules.

Complications occur when the pump 
and probe pulses overlap. As the transient 
absorption method inherently measures 
the e�ect of the combined light �elds over 
the lifetime of the core–hole-excited probe 
(�nal) state, and not the instantaneous 
values of the �elds, it produces a spectral 
measurement that is nonlocal in time15. 
Phase shi�s arising from the strong dipole 
coupling between the ground and excited 
states by the near-infrared �eld induce a 
transient line shi� in the XUV spectrum 
when the pump and probe pulses overlap16.

Charge migration in molecules — a 
central test for attosecond dynamics. Using 
strong-�eld ionization or direct attosecond 
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subcycle oscillations due to the few-cycle 730 nm field. Figure reproduced with permission from ref. 20,  
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ionization, it is possible to produce localized 
hole states in migrating molecules driven 
by electron correlation. �eory shows that 
a valence hole localized in one part of a 
molecule can migrate rapidly across the 
molecule (Fig. 2)17, because it is actually a 
superposition of a large number of valence 
excited states; it can even return in time 
to the initial hole con�guration. Time-
resolved chemical shi�s of reporter atoms 
can be used to follow this charge migration. 
Such results raise fundamental questions 
about inducing electron dynamics via 
attosecond or strong-�eld photoionization, 
such as whether the nonstationary state 
of the parent ion can be described by 
a Schrödinger wavefunction without 
including the photoelectron and what role 
decoherence due to nuclear motion plays. 

�e interactions between the 
photoelectron and the parent ion trigger 
many-body e�ects18 that enhance the 
entanglement between the photoelectron 
and the ion, leading to electron wave packet 
dynamics within the ion. Such e�ects will 
most likely be investigated by attosecond 
methods in the near future. When combined 
with decoherence induced by nuclear 
motion, these methods will �nally enable 
charge migration to be probed in real time.

How separable are nuclear motion and 
electronic dynamics? Nuclear motion 
is usually considered to occur on a 
much longer timescale than electron 
dynamics, but the ability to separate these 
two timescales is not always certain. 
�e outcome of an attosecond electron 
dynamics measurement in molecules can 
still be in�uenced by the very nuclear 
motions that one wishes to avoid19. A state 
change during a passage through a conical 
intersection may occur in 10–100 fs in 
some cases, but non-Born–Oppenheimer 
processes may be evident even within a 
fraction of a vibrational period, perhaps 
as fast as a few femtoseconds. Probing 
electronic motion during the actual change 
of electronic state with attosecond pulses 
promises to reveal details of nonadiabatic 
transitions that will test the limits of the 
current theoretical understanding. Herein 
lies both the excitement and the challenge 
of attosecond measurements in highly 
excited complex systems.

Revealing information via polarization. 
In attosecond transient absorption, an 
isolated attosecond pulse can be used to 
create a polarization of the medium, and 
the time-evolving polarization can then 
be probed by perturbing the system with 
a few-cycle near-infrared or visible pulse 
(Fig. 3)20. �e near-infrared pulse may 

a�ect the polarization of the medium 
by ionizing it or by coupling to other 
states, thereby creating Autler–Townes 
doublets, electromagnetically induced 
transparency or Mollow triplets and 
providing the possibility of measuring 
electronic superpositions and lifetimes of 
autoionizing and Auger-decaying states. 
�e near-infrared pulse has also been 
used to impart a speci�c phase to the 
polarization, modifying a Lorentzian line 
shape into a Fano pro�le, and vice versa21.

Solid-state insulator-to-conductor 
transition. A surprising and rapid 
transformation of a dielectric material, 
silicon dioxide (fused silica), from an 
insulator to a conductor, has been observed 
by attosecond transient absorption22. 
With a 4 fs few-cycle, near-infrared laser 
�eld in the several volts per ångström 
range, reversible insulator-to-conductor 
dynamics is observed on subcycle 
timescales. �ese results presage possible 
successes of experiments on metal-to-
insulator transitions in strongly electron-
correlated materials, exciton dynamics and 
bandgap renormalization.

Strong-�eld attosecond control of 
electron tunnelling and recollision. 
Electron recollision was the �rst 
attosecond timescale process to capture 
the imagination of many scientists 
worldwide3,4. In a semiclassical model, an 
oscillating near-infrared laser �eld can 
cause an electron to be ejected from an 
atom by tunnelling through the Coulomb 
and laser-�eld potential, reversing the 
electron direction and causing the electron 
to undergo a recollision. �is process, 
known as high-harmonic generation, 
provides a unique probe via light 
emission. Alternatively, the tunnelling 
trajectories and timescale of the outgoing 
electron may be observed, as can above-
threshold ionization, double ionization 
and excitation. �is approach opens new 
avenues for both measurement and control: 
it can reveal the remarkable physics that 
occurs on tunnelling timescales, and be 
used to create and manipulate the shape 
of attosecond pulses. �is area enables 
attosecond-timescale control of atomic and 
molecular properties.

Strong-�eld recollision and ionization 
phenomena have been used in other major 
advances4. Application of angular-resolved 
measurements with nearly circularly 
polarized light provides an ‘attoclock’ 
assessment23 of the timescale for strong-
�eld electron tunnelling. It is possible to 
image Dyson molecular orbitals through 
high-harmonic emission, to decode the 

hole motion in the time between ionization 
and recombination24, to follow the dynamic 
evolution of bonds, and to probe core 
electron excitation and elastic and inelastic 
scattering of the electron.

Each of the possible events in the third 
step of the recollision process has its own 
advanced theoretical interpretation3. 
Electron correlation phenomena are 
ubiquitous in the strong �elds used to 
interrogate multielectron systems3. Not 
only does the highest occupied molecular 
orbital participate in recombination and 
high-harmonic emission, but the next lower 
lying orbitals, which are electronically 
excited ion states, are also involved in the 
recombination of the recolliding electron. 

It is conceivable to ask whether 
the migration of a hole created by an 
attosecond pulse might be probed by �eld 
manipulation of a recolliding electron. 
�is will be di�cult to achieve in complex 
systems, but encouraging work on laser-
induced electron di�raction by recolliding 
electrons25 has begun to reveal pictures of a 
vibrating diatomic molecule.

Outlook. Like other time-resolved 
measurements, attosecond measurements 
are intrinsically indirect probes of time, but 
they have the strong potential to address 
electron dynamics timescales — not 
simply internuclear dynamics. �ere is 
good evidence to suggest that scientists are 
correctly interpreting attosecond processes 
in terms of the real observables, such as 
phase-shi� information, distributions 
of arrival times and spectral shi�s in 
reporter atoms, even for complicated 
systems. Researchers will eventually 
obtain attosecond time-resolved movies 
of electron charge migration, and there 
is an excellent chance we will soon 
start to understand charge migration 
in large molecules by using existing 
attosecond methods.

�ere is a clear consensus that in 
the �rst decade of attosecond science, 
experiments were limited to using strong 
near-infrared �elds or combined attosecond 
and femtosecond pulses because of the low 
intensity of available attosecond pulses. 
Nevertheless, remarkably rapid progress 
has been made in this new time domain. 
�e �eld will evolve as attosecond pulses 
with su�ciently high �uxes are produced 
and free-electron lasers become available, 
surmounting a principal experimental 
barrier, covering more wavelength 
ranges and permitting attosecond-
pump–attosecond-probe measurements. 
Nonlinear X-ray methods will be developed 
to access valence energies and processes 
of interest6. Coincidence methods5 will 

© 2014 Macmillan Publishers Limited.  All rights reserved. 
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enhance these measurements by adding 
multidimensionality to the mix, providing 
new parameters to unravel more-complex 
systems. Although the attosecond �eld is 
more subtle than the already challenging 
picosecond and femtosecond time regimes, 
experiments have established and theories 
have con�rmed multiple successes. 
Consequently, con�dence is growing that 
more and reliable attosecond time-resolved 
measurements on unknown and complex 
systems will be made in the future. ❒
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